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Volume LVN

WHAT DO YOU SAY TO THE KEIT PLAN?—VOTE TUESDAY

TRYOUTS START MON., APRIL 22. AND COLOR DAY PAGEANT TAYLOR RADIO ROOM

No. 17

Six Juniors Seek Color Day Crown

Nominated by the junior and senior women to reign over Color Day celebra-

Six candidates for the Color Day Queen, with whom names will appear on ballots at the Spring election to be held at the Senior Banquet, are:...
As We Say It...

**Vicarious Aggression**

specker has defined aggression in international affairs as a period of coexisting between two periods of fighting. This period can be very long, even many years. The Korean War is a good example of this type of aggression. It started in 1950 and is still going on today. However, it seems that this type of aggression may be on the decline. Some people believe that world peace is possible and that there may be a future of coexistence and understanding.

There are three main types of aggression:

1. Direct aggression: This is when one country attacks another country directly. It can be done through military action, economic sanctions, or propaganda.
2. Indirect aggression: This is when one country supports another country in its aggression. It can be done through the supply of arms, funding, or training.
3. Aggression by proxy: This is when one country uses another country to attack a third country. It can be done through the use of terrorists, mercenaries, or intelligence agents.

Vicarious aggression is a type of aggression that occurs when one country supports another country in its aggression. It can be done through the supply of arms, funding, or training. This type of aggression may be on the decline. Some people believe that world peace is possible and that there may be a future of coexistence and understanding.

**The Countess And The Ropemaker**

**Warm And Wilty Enchantments Of**

**M'Adamwoman**

Praised By Critic

**Feature That!**

by Jon Walt

**Military Force For This Week. The Russians will never be able to make a show of force this week.**

We have just finished reading The Roosevelt Way, by John T. Farrell. It was such a concise piece of anti-Roosevelt propaganda that it almost made me see red. But quite, one thing I wouldn't understand if we did, was the war. Roosevelt cracked nudges and mistakes for the next four days only.

**From Wooster To Washington - A First Report**

by Joan Snyder

**As Others Say It**

**Keit Plan Again**

by Joe Blunk

This PROGRAM is designed to gather, to do something about the situation on the campus. This is not, something which the Wooster administration is going to do. They are trying to work with Mr. Keit to make some positive changes. The Keit Plan is not going to solve all the problems. It is just a step in the right direction. There are other things that need to be done.

**CATERING SERVICE**

**BOX LUNCHES**

**SANDWICHES**

**HOT DINES**

**Delivered To Your Doo**

Any time from 1:00 to 12:00 A.M.

We Also Serve Banquets and Aged Parties

Call 1845 or 957-R for one of your BEST SAVING MEALS

Shank's Do-Drop Inn

8 Liberty at Carroll
SCOT'S THIRD IN CONFERENCE

Srd. Wins Kenorden Race
Douglass 'F' Takes Tile

Late Kenorden League basketball scores, including those of March 18, show that Third Section's leaders have continued to assert their supremacy over the other conference teams. The regular season ended last night at 8 o'clock. The boys have a record of 16 wins and 4 losses which brings their total to 20 games. The division leader in the conference is WOOSTER with the next best being 17.5. Teachers' College and New York University have won 13 and 12 games respectively.

In this game, the WOOSTER team was led by Bob Clark, the captain. With this game, the WOOSTER team is now 20-11, making them the third best team in the conference. The game was a tough one, with WOOSTER winning by a score of 79-75. The team received a great performance from their new player, Bob Clark, who scored 20 points and grabbed 15 rebounds.

On the other hand, New York University was led by their star player, John Smith, who scored 22 points and grabbed 10 rebounds. Despite their loss, the team showed great determination and resilience, and they promise to continue fighting until the end.

The coaching staff of both teams praised the players for their efforts, and expressed their hope that they will continue to improve in the upcoming games. The next match for WOOSTER is against Teachers' College, while New York University will face off against the leaders of the conference.

Overall, it was an exciting game that showed the strength and skill of both teams. The fans were thrilled with the performance of the players, and the atmosphere was filled with excitement and energy.

For College Graduates with Executive Ambitions

RETAILING OFFERS YOU A CAREER WITH A FUTURE

Interesting, responsible positions in merchandising, advertising, sales and purchasing await you. For details, write to: President of the national Retailing School of Retailing. A one-year graduate program training in Marketing's widest segment, retailing—merchandising, planning, control, and supervision, with experience—what you can do with a passing grade in business, liberal arts and the sciences. Full employment in the field awaits.

For more information, please contact:

New York University
School of Retailing
100 Washington Square
New York, N.Y.

Rushein's Theatre
EASTER GIFT...SO GOOD! SO GOY!

For everyone
Fresh, delicious, and Kosher for Easter.

Easter Chocolates

Cheats and Bitters
Milled in Small Batches

Chocolate and Bitters
Milled in Small Batches

RUSHEIN'S THEATRE
NORTH 9th STREET

For more information, please contact

Frank Wells
REXALL DRUGS
Crosby, Hendrickson Elected '51 Alumni Class Secretaries

Keeping the members of the class of '51 in touch with each other after graduation will be Jack Crosby and Bill Hendrickson, elected as senior class meeting March 5 to be alumni class secretaries. Their job will be collecting and relating news of classmates for the monthly column in the Alumni Bulletin.

Pageant Casting

At the next Color pageant, which will be held Friday night, the senior class pageant program will begin this Friday. The main ceremonies will be the dressing of Bob Chang and Mo and King Trounson for toasts, piano music, and dancing parts will be in the senior radio room and Scott auditorium.

NEW YORK ROUND GUT BAKING

For a ride to New York or return, your vacation. If you have never been, call Mrs. 1906-8.

QUALITY DAIRY MILK, CREAM, BUTTER, ICE CREAM

For Home Delivery Call 319

IDEAL DAIRY 133 N. Bever St.

The New College Town Restaurant

• DELICIOUS DINNERS
• TASTY SANDWICHES
• FOUNTAIN SPECIALTIES

Now Open Till 10:20 P.M.
NEXT TO AMERICAN HOUSE

FOR THE EASTER PARADE...

Our new hats fairly sing Easter.

Pill Boxes, Sailors, off the face models, and on the level models with all the tricks in flowers, ribbons, and veils $5.95 up

BEULAH BECHTEL

"Fashions of Distinction"
PUBLIC SQUARE

DRESS UP FOR EASTER

We have a wide selection of eye-catching JACKETS and SLACKS in distinctive grays and blues

Colorful new patterns in SPORT SHIRTS as well

NECKWEAR & HOSEY

Priced to fit the college man's budget

BRENNER BROS.